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Set timer to 20 minutes 
Today I’ll be talking about Megan Hunter’s The End We Start From / start with two quotes 
from the novel 

the water is rising 
faster than they 
thought. It is creeping 
faster. A calculation 
error. A badly plotted 
movie, sensors out at 
sea  
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 3)

An unprecedented 
flood. London. 
Uninhabitable. A list of 
boroughs, like the 
shipping forecast, their 
names suddenly as 
perfect and tender as 
the names of children. 
Ours. 
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 8)



The End We Start From as example of flood fiction: cont. novels that use floods as literal 
consequences of climate crisis & as symbolic images for life in the Anthropocene: 
unpredictable, overwhelming and engulfing. 

Floods: major destabilizing events; coinciding with + leading to societal, political, cultural 
collapse 
Flood fictions: internalize effect of climate crisis à narrative fragmentation + language 
erosion à concern with narratives + knowledge in Anthropocene

In progress // since finishing monograph // chapter on environmental collapse

Recurring part of environmental imagination à flood as tipping point in Before the Flood



2017 film Downsizing: waterless flood // methane levels rising // group into cave to wait 
out extinction à Noah’s ark  

Waterless floods also in fiction [next slide]

Deadly virus as waterless flood in MaddAddam trilogy 
Deadly flu killing most of humankind in Station Eleven

Floods are welcome topic for disaster movies: Waterworld (1995), The Day After 
Tomorrow (2004), Flood (2007)



Flooding as very real consequence of climate change 

Global warming = increased flooding in most European countries 

Britain: floods 20x more likely by 2080; affecting 2x many people as now 

Attribution studies are starting to show direct links btw climate change and extreme 
weather, incl. floods

Growing set of British flood fictions 
The Flood (Maggie Gee, 2004) 
The Ship (Antonia Honeywell, 2015) 
When the Floods Came (Clare Morrall, 2016) 
The Carhullan Army (Sarah Hall, 2007) 
All Rivers Run Free (Natasha Carthew, 2018) 
Floods as primary means of representing climate crisis à representation of 
Anthropocene as challenge // next slide GG

Representing climate crisis

None of the traditional forms in literature, 
film, or television documentary is 
unproblematically suited to capturing the 
geographical and temporal scale, 
complexity, and uncertainty of climate 
change in particular 
(Greg Garrard. “Ian McEwan’s Next Novel” 709)

[Clark on next slide – realism]



Representing climate crisis

The main artistic implication of trying to 
represent the Anthropocene must be a deep 
suspicion of any traditionally realist 
aesthetic. 
(Timothy Clark. “Nature, Post Nature” 81)

Scholars are divided on how to represent climate crisis: main issues are temporal and 
spatial scale 
[next slide: group of scholars focusing on imaginative capacities of the novel]

Representing climate crisis

The imaginative capacities of the novel have 
made it a vital site for the articulation of the 
Anthropocene. 
(Adam Trexler. Anthropocene Fictions. 23)

[Vermeulen as another example: next slide]

Representing climate crisis

[the novel has always been able to] narrate 
things that are not certain — that are not 
even true, but that are still credible or 
plausible — in ways that articulate different 
spheres of knowledge — scientific, social, 
as well as psychological — into a coherent 
pattern 

(Pieter Vermeulen. “Future readers”. 875-76)

My work fits in with these scholars 
Work = inspired by cognitive narratology, esp. David Herman à focus on medium-scale, 
rather than large scale; humans are bad at large scale, we live on medium scale of 
months, weeks, days and hours 

In light of these debates explore flood fictions: 
Tension betw unnaratable ßà constraints + opps of narrative fiction 
Novels as productive space: life in Anthropocene



The End We Start From = highly fragmented  

Summary: flooding London; birth; flees London w. baby and R; R disappears; Scotland 
refugee camp; leaves for island; returns

Concern with time is typical for flood fictions: both vague - don’t know when it’s set - as 
well as very much concerned with it. For example: title 
[next slide: depicting the future by returning to the past]

Past as much as future is important à dystopian fiction: future = often return to past 
Reliance on older stories à flood myths 
Explicit connection in novel btw our future and the past:  
•Baby Noah – popular name à ends up calling him Z: literal end, which is also a 

beginning 
•Passages in italics, remniscent of creation myths [next slide]



At first there was only 
the sea, only the sky. 
From the sky came a 
rock, which dropped 
deep into the sea. A 
thick slime covered the 
rock, and from this slime 
words grew. 
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 2)

First passage reads [click] 

In the ancient times the 
ocean rose until it 
covered everything in 
sight. It covered the 
trees and the beasts 
and even the mountains, 
and ice drifted over their 
tops. 
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 17)

First reference to floods few pages on, once narrator + partner have travelled north 
[click] 
Acknowledgements: inspired by creation myths 
Ties in w development of novel: in the beginning mostly about creation of the world 
Return to London is echoed by a post-Flood passage [click] 

In those days, there 
were people living 
under the earth. They 
began to climb out 
one by one, holding 
onto a long, strong 
rope. 
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 106)

Inclusion of older stories = part of novel’s optimism from the title à end of the world = 
also a new beginning



[empty slide] 
Second characteristic of flood fiction = concern with narratives 
àEmphasis on importance of books + narratives 
àMetafictional flooding of narratives  
Part of cli-fi, but esp. pressing in flood fiction = literal drowning of narratives, 
knowledge // paper very fragile, turns to pulp 
[link to next slide: narrative fragmentation in The End We Start From, especially lay-
out]

Short paragraphs 
Italics only 
Asterisks 
Italicized passages: “The water rose and rose, and they could not recognize each other in 
the torrent, in the endless rain from above”  
à Link to creation myths, but also require switching back + forth btw narr levels, btw 
diegetic level of narrator and the extradiegetic or paratextual of the passage à we 
never get really immersed; alienation: befits climate crisis

we flick past the 
news, like catching a 
glass on the edge of 
the sink with your 
sleeve. That is a good 
one. 
(Megan Hunter. The End We 
Start From. 25)

Lay-out = one way in which floods seep into narrative 
Another is through breaking up language à narrator is very sensitive to language [click] 
Runs up against the boundaries of language— at checkpoint with her friend [next slide]



I want to write about the checkpoint 
quickly. Get it over with. 
Theyforceusoutofthecarbabieswillmakeuss
afedoesn’tseemtruetheyareroughwithusand
theysearchustheymakeustakeourclothesoff  
(Megan Hunter. The End We Start From. 64)

Focus on the limits of language + literal breaking apart of language = language erosion à 
technique in dystopian fiction;  

the end of language = ways of imagining end of the world [next slide Peter Boxall]

dystopian fictions live out the exhaustion of 
narrative as the corollary to the death of the 
planet 
  
(Peter Boxall. Twenty-First-Century Fiction. 217)

Fragmentation and loss of language = most powerful way to depict end of the world à 
not just telling, but breaking up the one thing that gives reader access to narrative 
Floods seep into narratives, creating fragmentation and chaos 
[next slide is final slide]
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But: not attack on the novel, or support of critics who say that the novel is unsuited à 
quite contrary 
Floods as productive space for climate crisis: think, feel 
Tackle some of the representational challenges 
Limits as well as power of narrative 

[sources + presentation notes on my website]


